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ABSTRACT

This essay gives my view on the project Bevara Flatlusen (Save the Crab louse). Key 

issues are discussed such as what nature is represented in nature conservation and 

nature photography, purity and heroic pain, and the concept parasite. The project is 

contextualised within art and I give an account of my choices through the process with 

the project.
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HATED ANIMALS

The project Bevara Flatlusen (Save the Crab louse) is the third part of a trilogy of 

projects called Hated Animals. All three projects deal with species that are disliked by 

some or many; the Great cormorant, the wolf and the Crab louse. Those animals 

disturb people by their very existence and highlight conflicts between different ideas 

of how to design the world.

Trilogy: Hated Animals

Hated Animals, part 1: the Great cormorant (2009 ) started with an interest I grew 

after having read an article about a man destroying all the nests in a cormorant colony 

at the small islet Loppan, in the outskirts of Härnösand. People dislike this black 

seabird since it eats fish and live in colonies on islands destroying the vegetation 

underneath with their excrement. I travelled to Härnösand and interviewed a 

fisherman, an ornithologist who witnessed the event, and finally the head of 

controlled hunt of the bird at Länsstyrelsen. At the time I was student at School of 

Photography and I photographed the islet carefully and with a critical approach to 

photographic documentation and representation. I did the performance Drying my 

wings which I filmed and later composed together with the three interviews into a 

video piece. The project have been shown in different versions; at Galleri Monitor at 

School of Photography in Gothenburg (2009), as finalist project at New Nordic 

Photography: On Display at Hasselbladcenter (2010), and most recent together with 

the other two projects in the trilogy at Note On in Berlin (2012).

Still from Drying my wings, 2009
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Hated Animals, part 2: the Wolf is the second part of the trilogy. After the Great 

cormorant project I felt that the more common known conflict with the wolf would be 

a good second case. But I was also concerned with it being such a hot topic since I did 

not want to be dragged into the conflict but rather talk about emotions, facts and 

myths. However, the conflict has great relevance so I decided to go to the little town 

Torsby in Värmland to find stories about the wolf and to investigate my fear for the 

same. I was not afraid of wolfs I thought, but during the performance One night in the 

wolf territory of Gräsmark - 2011 I found that two dominant stories of the wolf were 

in struggling within me. The scientific claim that wolfs, at least in Sweden, are not 

dangerous to human conflicted with the image of the salivated hungry wolf with 

“attack” glowing in the eyes. Being alone in the forest, under open sky, I slept badly. 

The trail camera that I had attached to a nearby tree registered all my wake-ups, which 

I now show as a stop-motion video piece. I visited three families who have had sheep 

killed by wolfs. In the work Stories from the countryside their stories of the attacks are 

shown together with photographs of the sites of the events: their sheep pens. The 

project has been showed together with the other two parts in the Hated Animals 

trilogy at Note On in Berlin (2012), and will be exhibited as finalist project at New 

Nordic Photography 2013 at Hasselbladcenter in Gothenburg this summer (2013).

    Still from One night in the wolf territory of Gräsmark – 2011 (2011)

In the cormorant project and in the wolf project I travelled as a journalist or scientist 

to a geographical centre of a conflict between human and a specific species. I gathered 
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material and did live performances that were recorded by video or trail cameras. The 

performances were live, but without human audience. However, there were lots of 

plants, insects, winds and other others present. Drying my wings could have affected 

cormorants in different ways if any of them would have seen me. Either they could 

have experienced me as a fellow cormorant, and my performance would have worked 

in the same way as a duck decoy for cormorants, as a man-made construction made to 

attract birds (in hunt). Or they could have been scared of me, and I would have 

worked as a scarecrow. For me the performance was a sentimental memorial of the 

event, as a momentary monument of the destroyed colony. In the performance One 

night in the wolf territory of Gräsmark 2011, I let a trail camera photograph me 

waiting for an exclusive meeting with the shy wolf in its homeland. Or, I invited the 

wolf to eat me, in the same way as hunters leave meat in front of trail cameras to 

photograph carnivores. If we believe biologists and statistics, it would not be a 

probable outcome that I would have been eaten since wolfs are shy of humans. In this 

test of internalised myths about the wolf I was surprised to find myself dreaming 

dreams resembling wolf attacks in scenes from Disneys Beauty and the Beast from 

1991, and actually being scared. Bevara Flatlusen is as mentioned the third project in 

the trilogy and was created in relation of those two earlier projects but with other 

methods.

Hated Animals, part 3: the Crab louse

The Crab louse is a small louse that lives in human pubic hair, armpit hair, beard and 

other hair with a thicker quality, and only on humans. Crab lice do not spread any 

diseases, but are inconvenient to carry since their bites itch. If the Crab louse would 

face treat of extinction; would we care?

The main idea of the project Bevara Flatlusen is to create an ambulating nature 

reserve in which people voluntarily carry Crab lice for a couple of weeks, in order to 

save the species in Swedish fauna. The Crab louse came to my attention when I read 

an article about its situation in the Danish popular scientific digital paper 

videnskab.dk.1 Due to this article the Crab louse prevalence in Denmark is declining 

dramatically. The author of the article draws the conclusion that this is a result of 

1videnskab.dk/krop-sundhed/intimbarbering-udrydder-fladlus  . The picture is from the 
Norwegian site forskning.no/artikler/2010/februar/242567 of the same, but translated, article.
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increasing trends of intimate shaving and waxing; the habitat of Crab lice is simply 

vanishing. Since sexual transmitted deceases are not declining, the decrease can not 

be due to lesser intimate relations within the Danish human community. I searched for 

information about the Crab louse status in Sweden and found that no one really have 

statistics on its prevalence. The Swedish Species Information centre ArtDatabanken 

maps species in Sweden, but has no data on Crab lice. Nor the independent 

information centre for species ArtPortalen knows anything, and not even the Swedish 

Institute for communicable disease control Smittskyddsinstitutet have statistics. Since 

there are no larger differences in body ideals between majority societies in Denmark 

and Sweden there is reason to believe that the Crab louse is on decline in Sweden as 

well.2 In the middle of January 2013 Bloomberg News reported that Crab lice are on 

decline in Australia as well, for same reasons as in Denmark.3 

Having learned this, I wondered why no one care about the Crab louse and fight for its 

survival. The wolf is just as the Crab louse a species that is not threatened by 

extinction globally, but might be endangered in Sweden. None of those species are 

convenient to live close, but wolfs have their advocates, both governmental and non-

governmental, while Crab lice seem to have none. Why don’t we care about this 

inconvenient, but still harmless, parasite?

The logo of project Bevara Flatlusen

We are facing the sixth mass extinction of species in earths’ history.4 A starting point 

for the project is this emerging loss of biodiversity, and the work made in nature 

conservation to prevent species to disappear. I studied the rhetoric used in nature 

conservation NGO's and governmental organisations and applied what I found on the 

2 hd.se/skane/2010/02/16/aven-svenska-flatloss-allt-mer/ 2013-04-15
3 bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-13/brazilian-bikini-waxes-make-crab-lice-endangered-species-
health.html, 2013-04-15
4 American Museum of Natural History Press Release, mysterium.com/amnh.html 2013-04-06
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Crab louse, since I found the arguments for saving seem to be as valid for the lice as 

for the wolf. 

Still from my performance at the conference about

 cultural heritage at Stockholms Auktionsverk, Kunskapskanalen, UR Play

Crab lice don’t spread diseases; they don’t kill, they’re just not comfortable or pretty. 

What I try to do is to engage people, like you who read this, in the saving of the 

species by encourage you to:

1) Let the “forest” grow 

Your body hairs are conditions for life to Crab lice in your proximity.

2) Give some of your Crab lice to the project

In the attempt to organize a sustainable population there will always be a need 

for new genetical material. You can also actively search for Crab lice to the 

project.

3) Be part of an ambulating reserve 

By carrying Crab louse a couple of weeks you contribute to the possibility for 

future generations to experience nature as we can it today. It is a chance to 

practice solidarity between species, to future human generations and with 

fellow human beings. No one can do everything but together we can save the 

Crab louse! 

The ambulating nature reserve implies that you as a carrier carry Crab lice for a 

limited period of time, at least two weeks. When you want to end your engagement 
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you give the grown individuals to next person in line using a container. The 

ambulating reserve would guarantee that we have at least one living population under 

control in Sweden.

Shows and media

The project Save the Crab louse have been shown in several formats; as a 

performance lecture at Performance Night at Konstfack 2012, at my solo show at 

Note On in Berlin 2012, and at the conference Värdeskapande och Kulturarv 2.0 

about value making and cultural heritage held at Stockholms Auktionsverk 2013. It 

has also been on display as an installation at Christmas Market at Konstfack in 

December 2012 with the double aim of presenting the project and finding volunteers 

to the reserve. At this quite specific situation I exhibited the project as a film with a 

mind-map together with a reserve-kit containing mindfulness exercises for 

acceptance, soothing ointment After-Bite and a Petri dish for clinical transportation of 

lice human to human. 

Still from the tv-show TV4 Nyhetsmorgon, 2013-02-28

In January 2013 I was interviewed about the project twice in the radio show Christer i 

P3, and both times the host Christer begged the listeners to give lice to me.5 In late 

January I was also featured in the TV show TV4 Nyhetsmorgon where I also took the 

chance to emphasize that I am in need of living Crab lice.6 Same week the digital 

paper Nyheter24 published an article about the project.7 Finally, the national radio 

show P4 Extra made an interview.8 

5 sverigesradio.se/sida/play.aspx?ljud=4428866, 2013-03-10

6 tv4play.se/program/nyhetsmorgon?video_id=2288020, 2013-03-10

7 nyheter24.se/nyheter/udda/739987-hon-vill-radda-flatlossen-fran-utrotning, 2013-03-10

8 sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=2151&artikel=5461331, 2013-03-10
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IDEAS OF NATURE, PURITY AND THE PARASITE 

What nature is nature?

In mainstream nature conservation an ideal wild nature appears to be in focus opposed 

to unmentioned species and ecosystems. It is rare that species that lives in or on 

human bodies are mentioned, neither those in houses and cities. One example of this 

is the screen shot below, from the home page of Naturskyddsföreningen, that I used as 

a PowerPoint slide in performance lectures.9 The headline says that “even the smallest 

forest-bug matter” and the article talks about forest management. Big NGO’s like 

Naturskyddsföreningen and World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) separate areas of 

interest within nature conservation. Naturskyddsföreningen works with 

Energy&Transport, Sea&Fishing, Agriculture&Food, Climate, Contamination and 

with Forest&Conservation.10 WWF works with Species (Priority Species), Climate, 

Forest, Rain forest, Ecological footprints, Sustainable cities, Ocean&Fishing, Illegal 

Trade, Agriculture, and with Wetlands&Sea.11 Joining together forest and conservation 

of biodiversity as Naturskyddsföreningen does, or as WWF campaign with a few 

chosen priority species, might cause that some species and ecosystems are forgotten. 

Species that do not live in distant forests but close to us are being left out. Who to 

save (or to focus on) in the struggle for biodiversity is an issue loaded with values and 

politics. Sometimes these selections are based on scientific calculation of some 

chosen populations and ecosystems, and sometimes probably based on what enchant 

public opinion. It is not hard to imagine that it might be difficult for WWF to collect 

donations for Crab lice instead of Polar bears, even if the Polar bear is the dangerous 

one of those two. 

9 Naturskyddsföreningen is the largest NGO for nature and environment issues in Sweden. 
naturskyddsforeningen.se 

10 naturskyddsforeningen.se/vad-vi-gor, 2013-03-09

11 wwf.se/vrt-arbete/var-arbetar-wwf/1232877-wwf-projektkarta, 2013-03-09
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Slide from Power Point used in performance

There are ecological, economical, ethical and sometimes also aesthetical reasons of 

why we should care for biodiversity and try the save as many species as possible.12 

Ecological arguments deal with the role of a species in ecosystems. The wolf is at top 

of their food chain just as the Crab louse is on its. While the role of the wolf in the 

ecosystem is easier to describe in terms of population control of game and following 

effects, the role of Crab louse is more unknown since its harmless to human and do 

not control human population. Still, a human body consists of ten times as many 

bacteria and other micro-organisms than cells with human DNA.13 This microbiomes, 

the ecosystems of micro-organisms, are vital to a functional human body. For an 

example, scientists are now considering to give intestinal parasite worms to people 

with chronic colon inflammation diseases due to the good effects those parasites have 

on human immune systems.14 Faecal transplantation are tested with good results to 

improve ecosystems of bacteria in the colon in order to make life better for people 

with Irritable Bowl Syndrome (IBS), diabetes and other diseases.15 Since no one really 

knows what roles the Crab louse plays in the system of a human body, it might as well 

serve an important role as it might not. Economically, being a specialist on human 

body, the Crab louse might influence future technology or medicine and be helpful to 

scientists solving future problems. Ethically, it can be argued that everyone alive has a 

12 regeringen.se/sb/d/12811/a/152807, 2013-03-13, cbd.int/convention/guide/default.shtml, 
2013-03-13

13 answers.com/topic/bacteria-in-the-human-body, 2013-03-13 dn.se/nyheter/vetenskap/du-
ar-mer-bakterie-an-manniska, 2013-03-13, ki.se/ki/jsp/polopoly.jsp?
l=sv&d=130&a=148608&newsdep=130, 2013-03-13

14 sverigesradio.se/sida/avsnitt/152366?programid=412, 2013-03-13

15 sverigesradio.se/sida/artikel.aspx?programid=406&artikel=5292072, 2013-03-13, 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3223289/ 2013-03-13, 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fecal_bacteriotherapy, 2013-03-13
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right to life. The Crab louse has been a human companion throughout the evolution. 

In an evolutionary process of 3.3 millions of years both Crab lice and human have 

been formed into unique creatures, which can be seen as a value of its own.16 

Aesthetically, the crab louse might be out of fashion. But fashion can be changed. 

Some hundred years ago wolfs did not have many advocates and was merely regarded 

as a bad creature pictured as insidious, dreadful and dangerous.17 

Seizing power

Philosopher Theodor W. Adorno writes that enlightened thinking seizes power over 

the object by appropriate knowledge about it. Being classified with general concepts 

the object become exchangeable and looses its individuality. Animals in human 

service become anonymous specimen of a species or type.18 This thinking enables a 

focus on biodiversity for genes, species and ecosystems instead of individuals and 

their lives. While the human species have individuality and human rights by law, other 

species and individuals are lumped together under human control and management. A 

basic differentiation in modern dualistic thinking is between nature and culture, 

between wild and civilised, object and subject, others and us.

In her text Is Female to Male as Nature Is to Culture? cultural anthropologist Sherry 

B. Ortner tries to understand what seems to be a universal devaluation of women. She 

writes that “nature” and “culture” are conceptual categories with borders that can not 

be defined in the actual world, still those concepts are present in every culture. Nature 

is devaluated in all cultures since the aspiration of cultures is to generate systems of 

symbols, artefacts and other meaningful forms by which humanity can transcend and 

control natural existence. Ortner draws the conclusion that the universal subordination 

of women is caused by the biology of women since she is connected to nature through 

reproduction. The devaluation of women in relation to men is not because she is 

nature, but that she is more nature than men.19 Could it be that body hair is seen as a 

symbol of animality while intimate shaved (female) body is a body that connotes 

more to order, civilisation and thus purity? Is the trend in hair removal of this 

symbolic order, or is it just fashion, a trend that easily can be changed? I suggest that 

16 jbiol.com/content/8/2/20, 2013-03-13

17 de5stora.com/omrovdjuren/varg/farlig/, 2013-03-13
18 Flodin, 32.
19 Ortner, 68f
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same question is valid for carrying Crab lice;  Is carrying lice more connected to 

disorder, pollution and the utterly uncivilised than the opposite?

Nature and nationalism

An radical aspect of the project Bevara Flatlusen taking the format of a nature 

conservation project is how nature management connects nature to national identity. 

Swedish nature is not only nature within Swedish borders; it is also a part of the 

concept “Sweden”. It is a part of being Swedish to have knowledge about landscapes 

and species in the country. The state is the main boundary for nature management. Bi- 

and multilateral co-operation exist, with European Union as one example.20 

Philosopher Ètienne Balibar states that it is necessary with a feeling of community to 

justify the nation as an institution to the citizens. The state controls this feeling of 

community by establishing common history, language and culture mainly through 

educational systems.21 Each nation has its unique ways of creating common 

memories, symbols and myths, which constitute the foundation of the institutions and 

prejudice how they deal with social conflicts. Simultaneously as “we” is created the 

exclusion of “they” is made. This is an inevitable part of any social community but 

can be of an open or closed character. Roland Barthes shows with an analysis of a 

commercial photograph of “italianess” that national identities are created, and re-

created, by national myths.22 Wolfs have a long history in Swedish nature 

management and culture. Over 100 villages in Sweden bear names connected to 

wolfs. In the 13th century farmers were bound by law to possess equipment for 

trapping wolf, and they had to pay fees if they were not participating in hunts. In 

literature there are numerous horrifying scenes were characters face wild and hungry 

wolfs.23 The love story of Gösta and Anna is averted by a wolf pack in Selma 

Lagerlöfs' Gösta Berlings Saga, and the couple have to return from their run away.24 

In the children's book Bröderna Lejonhjärta by Astrid Lindgren the younger brother 

Karl (also called “Skorpan”) is seconds from getting eaten by hungry and howling 

20 Examples are the Environmental LIFE Programme, which finance nature conservation projects 
throughout Europe, and the nature photography project Wild Wonder of Europe that focus on European 
nature as an geographical (and political) area of identity. ec.europa.eu/environment/life/, 2013-03-
14, wild-wonders.com/, 2013-03-14
21 Balibar, 35
22 Barthes, s 116f (red. Aspelin och Lundberg 1976)
23 de5stora.com/omrovdjuren/varg/historia/, 2013-04-16
24 Lagerlöf, chapter 4
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wolfs in Nangijala.25 In literature and history the wolf is dangerous and bad, but today, 

in nature conservation the wolf is proudly presented as one of the five big carnivores 

in the nation. It is seen as both an important species in the national fauna and also to 

national identity and cultural history.26 Crab lice, together with body lice, head lice 

and fleas also have a long history of being hated. A “lousy” person can be a person 

with lice, but it can also be used to describe a poor or disgusting person. Nit- and 

louse picking have been a necessary evil but have also been a source of social 

bonding.27 Today in Sweden it is more occasional to host lice but the attitudes toward 

lice have not changed in the same way as with wolfs. In a comparison between the 

two hated animals wolfs and Crab lice; what nationality does Crab lice have? Who 

acknowledge it in Swedish cultural history, and why not proudly include the Crab 

louse in 'Swedish nature' in promotion of the country? 

Representation and technology

Nature photography28 is a photographic genre picturing nature with specific methods. 

The genre sees itself as a documentary genre and claim that the “documentary 

methods” guarantee truth in photographs. The organisation Naturfotograferna is the 

largest Swedish association for established nature photographers. They define 

documentary photography as “pictures with documentary/photojournalistic claim, aim 

to show a truthful, unedited picture of something that actually happened and are 

therefore trustworthy documents from reality”.29 One of the schools educating 

photojournalists in Sweden, Nordens Fotoskola at Biskops Arnö, have developed a 

policy for pictures that defines and distinguish documentary photographs into different 

levels of objectivity and subjectivity. To create the most truthful photograph, the press 

image, the photographer should be moderate with his or hers own interpretations and 

opinions of the situation (saying that there is an objective reality). Due to the policy 

reduction of subjectivity is done with aesthetical choices of light, contrast, 

perspectives, sharpness, and colours in the picture. In all levels of documentary 

25 Lindgen, 68f
26 www.de5stora.com/omrovdjuren/varg/historia/, 2013-04-16
27 Journal of Biology, Robert A. Weiss

28 In Sweden Wildlife photographers mainly call themselves Nature photographers. 
naturfotograferna.se/in-english, 2013-03-14
29 Naturfotograferna, Code of ethics. The quote is my translation of  “Bilder med 

dokumentära/fotojournalistiska anspråk, vilka ska visa en sannfärdig, oredigerad bild av något som 
faktiskt har hänt och som därmed är trovärdiga dokument från verkligheten.” 
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photography montages are forbidden.30 Both those polices seem to acknowledge the 

political aspect of documents (and truth) but I find them problematic since the policies 

are claiming that there is a photographic truth beyond interpretation and aesthetics. 

Interpretations and aesthetics is a inevitable fundament of a photograph, in fact, the 

school policy teach different aesthetics for different levels of truth. In their Code of 

ethics Naturfotograferna have written down detailed regulations of how to photograph, 

edit and publish a trustworthy photograph. Due to the code the trustworthiness of a 

photograph lies in the honesty of the photographer giving a truthful account of its 

production, with the result that if a photograph is produced due to the regulations it is 

defined as a truthful document.

Eija-Liisa Ahtila: Horizontal, 2011, 6-channel video installation, 6 minutes

Photo: John Berens at Marian Goodman Gallery, New York

However, I see a problem with this claim of truth through technology. Artist Eija-Liisa 

Ahtila emphasise this in her piece Horizontal (2011) where she tries to portrait a 

spruce tree with film cameras. Portraying a fully-grown spruce is not easy due to the 

limitation of cameras and lenses. A wide-angle lens would distort the picture of the 

tree, as well would pointing the camera upwards. Stepping back until the whole tree is 

in picture would make a landscape photograph, not a portrait. Ahtila ends up making a 

6 channel installation, showing the tree horizontal, lying down. Except conventions in 

technological methods and do and don’ts in Photoshop, one convention (or even rule) 

in nature photography is to distinguish wild nature from other nature.31 If a wolf is 

30 nordensfotoskola.com/program/skolans_bildpolicy_ar
31 Which is why Swedish Nature photography could be called Wildlife photography as well.
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photographed in a zoo that is not a real nature photograph and the photograph is only 

accepted together with this information. The honesty of nature photographers are 

important to guarantee the trustworthiness in the whole genre. Except making a 

distinction between wolf and wolf, photographers in the genre don’t often turn their 

lenses toward plantations, monocultures, and working animals such as milk-cows, 

broiler chicken and pets. Even if photographs are admitted to be subjective 

productions of truth, the truth lies in the word photography in and not in subjective. If  

the claim of truth would be connected to the subject and its story, one consequence 

would be that collages and mixed media had to be accepted which would make it 

transparent that every documentary story is constructed. However, technology and 

conventions are connected to the idea of the authentic and truthful photograph and 

“real representation” can live as myth since the method is seen as truthful and 

objective. The lack of parasites such as Crab lice and the absence of pets in the story of  

nature in nature photography and environmental organisations makes me think of 

Michel Foucaults’ governmentality and Hito Steyerls’ documentality. Both those 

concepts connect truth to power; governmentality describes how defining truths gives 

power, and documentality describes the use of document to do this.32 With this in 

mind, who and what benefit on excluding Crab louse in the image of nature and 

biodiversity. In their by-laws, Naturfotograferna, writes that the association works with 

“a sane and honest nature photography that benefit the protection of nature”.33 It is 

interesting that an organisation that strictly regulates trustworthy “documentary” 

methods to their photographers also defines political goals such as, what is (wild) 

nature and preferred management.34  

Purity and intimate hair removal

In the two articles about Crab louse decline in Denmark (2010) and in Australia (2013) 

both authors draw the conclusion that the louse is vanishing due to increased intimate 

shaving.35 Both articles also warn the readers about risks with shaving, waxing and 

plucking hair:

32 Steyerl, Kairos, 215f
33 In their Code of ethics Naturfotograferna quotes their own bylaws. The quote is my translation of  

”en sund och ärlig naturfotografering som gagnar naturskyddet”.
34 There are a wide range of examples where nature photographers see themselves as spokesmen of 

nature conservation and do highly political projects, such as Wild Wonders of Europe,  www.wild-
wonders.com  .   However, it can also be said that journalists with similar ideals also take on political 
goals, such as to benefit democracy and human rights. Still, it is dangerous to claim that those 
political views have anything to do with objectivity or truth. 
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”When you shave, there will be small holes and ulcers of the skin, and 

therefore we can get folliculitis of yellow staphylococci, which a third of 

us walk around with in the front part of the nose. They can spread to the 

genitals, and therefore this is not a recommendation to shave. It is better 

natural, notes the chief doctor.”36

”Waxing, shaving and plucking hair can cause skin trauma, breaching its 

protective barrier and potentially aiding the spread of other sexually 

transmitted infections, said Cooper Robbins at the University of 

Sydney.”37

Even though doctors dissuade intimate hair removal, and the fact that activities as 

waxing and plucking hair is painful, hair removal is a popular and increasing trend in 

Sweden.38 In an article in Swedish newspaper Svenska Dagbladet from 2008, the 

journalist asks the esthetician Margareta von Horn at the beauty salon Astron in 

Stockholm: Why do people remove hair if it is connected with risks and pain? 

Margareta answers: Purity. Many women feel a relief after the treatment. They feel 

freed, fresh and more feminine.39

Slide from Power Point used in performance

35 videnskab.dk/krop-sundhed/intimbarbering-udrydder-fladlus, 2013-03-14, 
bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-13/brazilian-bikini-waxes-make-crab-lice-endangered-species-
health.html, 2013-03-14

36 My translation. videnskab.dk/krop-sundhed/intimbarbering-udrydder-fladlus, 2013-03-14

37 bloomberg.com/news/2013-01-13/brazilian-bikini-waxes-make-crab-lice-endangered-
species-health.html, 2013-03-14

38 svd.se/nyheter/idagsidan/harlost-ideal-uppnas-med-ett ryck_1456527.svd, 2013-03-14

39My translation. svd.se  /nyheter/idagsidan/harlost-ideal-uppnas-med-ett ryck_1456527.svd  , 
2013-03-14
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The social anthropologist Mary Douglas writes in Purity and Danger: An analysis of 

the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (1966) that ritual cleanliness is separated from 

physical cleanliness and should be considered on different terms.40 Dirt is displaced 

material, and as such it violates order. Douglas argues that wherever you find dirt you 

also find an order that needs to be maintained.41 She finds rituals being behavioural 

patterns to maintain social relations and culture within a society,  and argue that there 

no significant difference between so often discarded “primitive” symbolic rituals and 

contemporary western hygienic cleaning and scrubbing.42 Douglas shows that religious 

rituals (such as dietary laws) should not be seen as religion explaining hygiene but are 

of symbolic and social character. Intimate shaving is equally not a hygienic ritual, as 

understood by medicine, but a symbolic ritual to achieve spiritual purity. Douglas 

understands magic as the result of rituals; the ritual is expected to give instant 

purifying effect.43 It appears as hair removal at a beauty salon does this magic and 

purifying trick when the costumers after the treatment feel “…freed, fresh and more 

feminine”.

Guest: I can’t find words, I’m so disgust by this…That someone even thinks like this…? Seems like  

Sweden shouldn’t had closed that many psychiatric hospitals since they are still needed..

Screenshot of comment to the article about the project Bevara Flatlusen in Nyheter24.se44

Purity is governed by rejection and striving for purity implies sacrifices. The paradox 

of spiritual purity is that it is based on strict categorisation, and such unhistorical pure 

social order without contradictions is impossible. Purity inevitably contains hypocrisy 

40 Douglas, 50f
41 Douglas, 10, 62
42 Douglas, 183, 51
43 Douglas, 32

44 nyheter24.se/nyheter/udda/739987-hon-vill-radda-flatlossen-fran-utrotning 2013-03-02
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as it itself claims to be pure. Purity and impurity is conservative guards of culture and 

counter every social change, ambiguity and compromise.45 Therefore, Douglas argues, 

identifying impurity considered dangerous in a society offers a possibility to analyse 

the borders of social control in that specific society. To reflect upon dirt means to 

reflect upon order and disorder, form and formlessness, life and death.46 Crossing those 

borders will be seen as danger to the order of the culture and will be met with a great 

force of resistance. Purity is a practice of power.

Heroic pain

In the TV show TV4 Nyhetsmorgon the hostess Jenny Strömstedt asks me if I ask for 

some kind of martyrdom from the volunteers. This is an interesting question since it 

asks what kind and what level of suffering is legitimate in achievements (altruism 

seems to be out of question). Obviously there is pain connected with hair removal as 

waxing and plucking but this pain seems to be accepted. The pain of sportsmen and 

adventurers is greeted amongst both practitioners and audience, and sometimes even 

required to define great achievements. 

The artist Marina Abramović deals with pain, rituals and repetition in her performance 

Rhythm 10 (1973). In the performance she placed twenty knifes in front of her which 

she then used one by one. As fast as she could she plunged a knife in between her 

spread fingers of her left hand, and when she hit herself she changed to a new knife. 

The performance was recorded with a tape recorder and when all the twenty knifes 

were used, she started from the beginning, trying to repeat the plunging and hits with 

the sound from the tape as a guide.47 In 2010 Abramović had a retrospective at MoMA 

in New York including The Artist is Present, a 736,5 hour static silent performance 

where she sits in front of one visitor at a time looking into the visitors' eyes.48 In her 

artistry Abramović repeatedly has challenged her body and mind with extreme pain, 

sacrificing her own well-being to art and audience. She balance between insanity and 

great achievement while testing her physical and psychological limits. Achieving 

mental control over her body with exhaustion and insanity at stake can be seen as 

purity rituals in which she demonstrate the power of composure. 

45Douglas, 226-229
46Douglas, 12

47 medienkunstnetz.de/works/rhythm-10-2/images/6/, 2013-03-29

48 moma.org/interactives/exhibitions/2010/marinaabramovic/conversation.html, 2013-03-29
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Photograph: Dezan Poznanovic | © Marina Abramovic

The mind seem to be a great force that can to master pain and inconvenience in both 

everyday-life actions such as beauty treatments and sports, but also in extreme cases as 

Abramović shows in her performances. But, what pain can be considered heroic and 

what pain is seen as pointless and insane? What is considered heroic pain seems to 

expose cultural values, but also, the successful endurance of pain seems to be a 

statement of mind over body in the nature/culture dichotomy. To convince people to 

carry Crab lice would be to try to change what can be accepted as heroic pain, with 

mindfulness exercises as a tool to succeed the endurance. If the lice would be accepted 

by the carrier, the project would probably be a celebration of mind taking control over 

body in line with nature-culture dichotomy.

    

Marina Abramović: The Artist Is Present 

Photo by Marco Anelli. © 2010
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The parasite

Parasite literally means to eat next to,49 in Greek the word means “one who eats at 

another’s table”.50 Organisms of different species living together in physical contact 

are living in symbiosis. 51 The definition of symbiosis was coined in 1873 by the 

German botanist Anton deBary as “living together with different names”.52 In biology 

three main types of symbiosis are identified; Parasitism, when one symbiont lives at 

the cost of the other (more or less injurious), mutualism when both symbionts benefit 

from the relation, and commensalism when one benefits and the other is indifferent to 

the relation.53 Martín Ávila, philosopher in design, states that one must distinguish 

metaphorical, systemic and biological uses of the word parasitism.54 Biological 

parasitism is constrained to economics of nutrition and shelter. However, sometimes I 

find it is hard to make a distinction between biological and metaphorical parasitism 

since the biological term is not only economical but also ethical. The biological 

definition defines living entities and their relationships with ideological terms in 

anthropocentric discourse. Species are not fixed categories, nor is the individual. 

Multitudes of organisms live in and piece together the human body and its functions. 

There are no clear borders between macro and micro ecosystems in and outside what 

every person would identify as the own body. To dissociate the microorganisms in the 

digestive tracts of a human body from the human body might be a humanistic ideal 

but would be deadly if realized. Philosopher Donna Haraway concludes that 

individuality is a strategic problem of self-defense where everything identified as 

“non-me” provokes reactions of defense.55 Entities do, as Haraway writes, become in 

relations. 56 Biologist Lynn Margulis on the other hand call whatever maintain and 

reproduce itself a living organism, and points out that even the smallest, minimal form 

of life is extraordinary complex.57 Language, names and maps are cultural products, 

produced within contexts, and Margulis emphasize, “The map is not the territory” and 

49 Serres, 7
50 Ávila, 113
51 Margulis, 5
52 Margulis, 33
53 Avila, 170
54 Avila, 116
55 Donna Haraway, 257, 270
56My translation of Haraways’ paraphrase on Simone de Beavoirs’ famous postmodernist 
statement ”One is not born, but rather becomes, a woman”. Donna Haraway, 253
57 Margulis, 82
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continues “Nor is the name the organism”.58 Having said this, the question remains, 

who and what does the biological definition of parasitism benefit? 

It is easy to suspect that the biological definition of parasitism (pathogenic or not) 

between species can be used metaphorical and negative because it is seen as a 

scientific (positivistic) definition of certain relations, and not as a condition to all 

relations. In the exhibition Parasites – Life Undercover at Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet 

in Stockholm, the visitor is informed of some dreadful parasites with nyttodjur (utility 

animals) as hosts, not considering the relation between goats and human as parasitic 

relations. The relation between a goat (host) giving nutrition to, and being in control 

of, human (parasite) is comparable with a wide range of examples presented in the 

exhibition.59 

Philosopher Michel Serres compare the old distinction between subject and object with 

the relation of the parasite and the host, as a one-way relation, an irreversible arrow.60 

Being the parasite or host is not an essence of a subject/object but is the essence of any 

unequal relation where parasites eat, shelter, live at the cost of hosts. But the parasite is 

also a joker, a third arrow coming across the first relation, noticed as noise and 

disturbance in a system. These relations are levelled in the larger system where “every 

given parasite seeks to eject the parasite on the level immediately superior to his 

own”. Every host tries to chase away the disturbing noise, a naïve try which is also 

Serres definition of work.61 I interpret Serres “work” equal with the self-defence 

system Haraway see as the constitution of the self, as a performative level of entity. 

The parasite becomes a catalyst to the self of the host if the parasite is excluded and 

self-defence activated. Since the parasite is an active object to the host, catalyzing the 

subject, Serres calls this catalyst (the parasite) a quasi-object.62 

58 Margulis, 51
59 Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet, Parasites – Life undercover (April 9 – November, 8 2013) I 

watched the exhibition April 14, 2013.
60 Serres, 5, 216
61 Serres, 86f
62 Serres, 216, 224f
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Hans Georg Otto, Der Jude als Weltparasit Eher Verlag: Muenchen, 1943)

The word parasite is a noun with a hidden verb included: exclusion. If someone is 

identified as a parasite it seems to be justified to remove that one without any other 

argument than its definition. But the exclusion also constitutes the body of the host. 

The concept of the parasite can be used political by this double function. While 

planning the holocaust the Nazis in Germany defined the Jews as parasites, which is in 

line with dehumanisation, the third stage of genocide.63 But due to the exclusive power 

of the word parasite, the word does not only dehumanise the other, it also constitute 

the host as an entity. It invents the self. The body of the host, the pure race of the Third 

Rich, was realised by the definition of Jews as parasites. The noun parasite is not only 

a definition of the other an a constitution of the subject as a host and entity, it seems to  

also include “the right” to exclude the other. The word seems to be stronger than other 

dehumanising definitions such as calling the other a dog, a pig or other devaluated 

animals. Those words, however, implies “the right” to devalue and treat the other in 

the same way as devalued animals are treated by human. But, extinction would not be 

justified by comparing the other with donkeys or pigs. 

To have a function

What is it to have a function? What do people mean with the reaction “What function 

does it have?” when I talk about the project Bevara Flatlusen? I interpret the question  

as Who is it for? or To whom does it give? 

Anyone living at the cost of another is a parasite in a parasitic relationship. Being a 

parasite in this sense is nothing rare; in fact, it’s quite common. As an economical 

63 genocidewatch.org/aboutgenocide/8stagesofgenocide.html, 2013-04-18
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definition of an unequal relationship it constitutes every children-parent relationship 

and every guest invited by a host to dinner a Saturday afternoon. However, the hosts’ 

hospitality is close to hostility. Hospitality is never unconditional, it has limits, rules, 

and there is no hospitality without potential rejection. The guest at the dinner can't stay 

forever, at some point the host will ask the guest to leave. The word hostis, meaning 

both guest, and enemy, implies the possibility of hospitality or hostility.64 Hospitality 

and hostility can in this way bee seen as two tightly liked attitudes toward the other. At 

the same time both attitudes constitute and connect the guest and the parasite. The 

parasite is a guest and any guest is a parasite, even if invited. Once again, it seems like 

the parasite can not only be seen as an economical concept, but must also be 

understood as relational and ethical. And, if so, we can start asking ourselves ethical 

questions; when is a parasite a guest, and when is a guest a parasite? The answer will 

not be found in the other, but in the host. 

64Ávila, 43f
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ARTISTIC STRATEGIES

Why art?

”The truth is out there”

Arkiv X

“I‘ve always been interested in the difference between fact and truth. And, I’ve 

always sensed that there is something like a deeper truth, it exists in cinema 

and I would call it the ecstatic truth. It is somehow like in poetry, when you 

read a great poem, you instantly would know in your heart, in your guts, that 

there is a deep inherent truth, an ecstatic truth.”

Werner Herzog in the film Incident at Loch Ness

In their search of the truth in the TV-series Arkiv X agent Muller and agent Scully 

repeatedly confronts phenomena that can’t be explained by science, only by 

imagination. Agent Muller is a believer and agent Scully is the critically raised 

scientist. Their relation and collaboration is one core subject in the TV-series. They 

never fall in love; still there is an electric chemistry between them. The relationship 

between agent Muller and Agent Scully embody a bridge between fact and faith that 

seems to be urgent in our times of enlightenment. 

I believe truth can be mediated in different ways in different times as worldviews 

change. I see truth as hidden or forgotten knowledge revealing itself trough cracks in 

current worldviews, as a hint of something yet indescribable or as a feeling of sense. 

But I believe it can also be felt through the opposite, as a sensation of overwhelming 

greatness of a worldview. Maybe most often religion/ideology and art take different 

turns, but I still believe the search and the ecstatic feeling of some kind of truth might 

be shared between those two.
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Artists I relate to

In relation to the Hated Animals trilogy and in Bevara Flatlusen I believe I should 

mention Joseph Beuys performance I like America, and America likes me from 1974. I 

wasn’t born to see the performance but I have seen it as video at dOCUMENTA (13), 

and I read about it in Internet and heard about it in lectures. In relation to myself 

sleeping in wolf territory inviting the eleven wolfs in that area to come to me is 

somehow relating to Bueys “dance” or play with his captured wild coyote. A potential 

danger is present, but not very probable, and the danger is more present as an 

imagination, a picture, than real. Bueys “dance” with the coyote also relates to the 

invitation to Crab lice to feed from my and other volunteers’ bodies since the 

invitation is reluctant. Beuys spend time with the coyote, invites it to interaction and 

at the same time keeping distance by hiding himself, using a blanket and a stick. It’s a 

performance that shows a personal but sceptical meeting between individuals of two 

species. 

Martens piece Episode III (Enjoy Poverty) from 2008 is interesting for me in the sense 

that he is using absurdity to reveal power relations that everyone already knew exists. 

He picture himself self-righteous and play with the anxiety and the power history has 

given aware post-colonial Europeans in relation to the colonised and still poor 

countries. He reveals absurdities in the logic of being rich or poor in an almost ironic 

approach. The dark undertone is there; the power and the powerlessness. In his film 

he highlight the hopelessness in the dreams of poor people who tries to leave poverty 

behind, but are trapped in a system that actively keeps them poor. He frankly crush 

their dreams with the message that they should enjoy poverty instead of working hard 

in order to earn only little. The position of the artist in the film is ambivalent. Is he 

only mean or is he a revolutionary eye-opener? I see this ambiguity as a strength in 

his project. I think the artistic strategy of putting light to a system through this kind of 

absurdity is an interesting approach in political art. 

In the piece It is what it is, conversations about Iraq artist Jeremy Deller creates a 

space for conversations about Iraq. 65 In his show 2009 in New Museum in New York 

he showed a sign with the title, a car destroyed in a suicide bomb attack, two maps of 

USA and Iraq with switched names on the cites, and some pictures supporting the 

65 conversationsaboutiraq.org/index.php, 2013-03-09
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story of the car but also, most important, a conversation site. Two experts, new each 

day, were available for three hours to talk with the audience. After the show the artist 

brought the car, the US sergeant Jonathan Harvey, the Iraqi citizen Esam Pasha, and 

curator Nato Thompson to a road trip across USA to talk about Iraq in ten cities in the 

country. Nato Thompson said in an interview after the trip that “it was surprisingly 

provocative in the sense that people really spoke.” I feel inspired by this project but 

also by how Deller relates art to politics in general. This is from his homepage:

“One of the most basic challenges of contemporary art practice is to forge a 

connection between art and what is going on around us every day, but while 

few people would deny that art comes out of life, there is still great 

skepticism surrounding the relevance of art to how we actually live.”66

A great source of inspiration to the performances and the video shown at Christmas 

Market have been the YouTube series of videos by the nationalist politician and non-

wolf-activist Jan Milld.67 Milld has done a series of lectures, or information videos, 

about wolfs in Sweden mixing well-recognised sources and highly personal 

ideological opinions into short rhetoric narratives. I also find the video of the lecture 

performance The Pixilated Revolution (2012) by artist Rabih Mroué at dOCUEMNTA 

(13) interesting in relation to my performances. In this video Mroué talks about how 

victims of the revolution in Syria get shot while filming their own (eventual) death 

with their mobile phones. In his talk Mroué uses videos, pictures and himself to 

deliberate upon technology, aesthetics and (mortal) consequence. 

The Spring Show

My first idea was to exhibit the reserve. For a long time I struggled with the question if 

honestly asking people to carry Crab lice was enough, but must I be “bloody serious” 

and really create the reserve? I was also concerned with the humours tone of the 

project. I was not sure it was a good thing that the project could be regarded as a joke.  

I raised those issues in my theoretical seminar in November 2012 with the guest critic 

66 conversationsaboutiraq.org/description.php, 2013-03-09

67 Jan Milld, Vargar och människor youtube.com/watch?v=MSTsyHbVB9U
2013-01-29, Varg 1: Återkomsten youtube.com/watch?v=SMxxYy8qYiA 2013-01-29, Varg 2: 
Konsekvenser youtube.com/watch?v=efNmAR8xqo8, 2013-01-29, Varg 3: farlighet 
youtube.com/watch?v=vE9L_Hw9ASY 2013-01-29, Varg 4: Krav och åtgärder youtube.com/watch?
v=I2EggyOxSmA, 2013-01-29.
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Niclas Östlind. Amongst other things he said, “I am never as serious as when I am 

joking”.68 I decided to create a nature reserve for real, and try to balance between 

humour and seriousness. 

The decision to create the reserve for real led me to two problems; finding people 

willing to carry lice for a period of time and finding Crab lice to put on me and them. 

The first 13 volunteers signed up during the Christmas Market at Konstfack in 

December, and the number have now increased towards twenty. 

Until today I have not found even one Crab louse. This might be a sign of the serious 

situation for the species in Sweden, but there are other possible explanations as well. I 

have been told by people I met throughout the project that Crab lice do exist in some 

groups in society such as mentally ill, homeless people. I believe that it matters where 

I would find lice, and I don't want to include such an urgent social political problem 

into the project. I feared that the philosophical questions would be forgotten and that I 

did not have the knowledge to handle the failure of psychiatric care in Sweden. I could 

of course argue that it is not fair that some groups alone take all the responsibility for 

preserving a species that can be quite tough to carry for a long period of time. Also, 

finding lice is important but not vital for the project since the core is not about the lice 

itself but how we deal with it. Therefore I decided not to try to get lice at any cost. 

Medical receptions find Crab lice quite infrequent since the louse is easy to identify, 

and treatment like Tenutex is prescription-free and easy to buy at nearest pharmacy. I 

could call every Ungdomsmottagning (Guidance Centre for Young People) in 

Stockholm but it would be a heavy work to convince doctors and midwifes at all 

centres, and lice seem to be rare there as well.69 If it would be vital for the project, and 

if I had unlimited time I could probably find Crab lice in Sweden through medical 

centres. The project is not only about saving the lice, but also to talk about lice, 

intimate shaving, purity and pain, and value hierarchies. I decided to seek lice through 

media. Talking about Crab lice applying the logic of nature conservation sometimes 

makes people laugh. Since I am serious and not pragmatic I have noticed that my 

68 Konstfack, 2012-11-08. I can’t remember if he was quoting someone else or if it was his own words.
69 I also called medical instances such as the STD reception at Södersjukhuset in Stockholm, 
Sjukvårdsupplysningen (Health Care Hotline) and Smittskyddsinstitutet (Swedish Institute for 
Communicable Disease Control). None of those instances have statistics on Crab lice prevalence but say 
that it is rare. 
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appearance is ambiguous. People are not always sure if I am serious or if I am ironic. I 

like this ambiguity because people need to decide for themselves to take it serious or 

not. But, this can also be a reason why no one turned to me with their lice, it might be 

that they simply did not know if the project was for real. Having Crab lice is taboo and 

not something most people would talk about, which probably increase resistance to 

contact me. So, not having found Crab lice to the project is a result with several 

possible reasons. 

Still from the TV-show TV4 Nyhetsmorgon, 2013-02-28

In the Spring Exhibition around 180 student exhibit at the same time at Konstfack. A 

preoccupation I have is to create a piece that is not to easily “understood” on a too 

superficial level as I experienced that people understood Bevara Flatlusen as a bad 

joke at first glance at Christmas Market. People needed to spend some ten minutes 

with the work to start understand why I think they should consider carry Crab lice. I 

saw the funny tone and title of the project partly as a failure in the sense that people 

disregarded the project as a gimmick, and partly successful as a way of seizing 

attention. However, I need to consider the stressful situation Spring Show is for 

visitors that wishes to se most of the works exhibited. 
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Screen shot from the tread“Konstnär” vill bevara flatlusen at Flashback.org

In the Spring Show I would like to step out of the campaign and present the idea of the 

reserve as a piece. That would imply not to continue convincing people to carry lice 

and stop looking for living lice. Instead I can focus on the rhetoric, arguments and 

reactions that I have received throughout the process. And, maybe use and develop the 

thoughts about purity, heroic pain and the parasite elaborated in this essay.
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